August 24, 2017

Site C Comments
Suite 410, 900 Howe Street
Vancouver, B.C.
V6Z 2N3

Re: Site C

This area is sacred to Indigenous Canadians and there is good reason for me, a non-Indigenous Canadian to support them. The Celts, my ancestors, believe in a spiritual connection to God and he has many “houses” such as Creator that offers a realistic reason for not flooding the area for people’s energy in B.C.

The realistic reason for this is destroying a large spawning habitat for Cohoe Salmon. This beautiful salmon is on the edge of extinction and needs the old spawning habitat to survive.

Many forest and ocean animals live on this salmon. Kinder Morgan is not trusted by me and many other people in B.C. They don’t clean up areas they work in back to a pristine condition. One example of the way they treat the wilderness happened in West Vancouver in the British Properties, very expensive property. A bitumin pipe burst flowing into this lady’s property. She called all the pertinent people to come and fix it and them went to the B.C. media. They followed up a year
later and they still had not fixed it as it flowed down the cliff and into the ocean. One small example of how Kinder Morgan cleans up after a leak.

Why isn’t B.C. using solar energy for individual houses and for appropriate areas of non-populated areas. One reason I would vote for the NDP party and not the Liberal Party is that the above example is repeated many times over overland, on trains and on barges and the Liberals used Kinder Morgan AGAIN for LNG’s Site C.

Sincerely,

Marnie Tarras
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